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Alphanumeric Keypad (Chrome Plated Zinc Alloy) 
Extended data entry at point of fuelling. Allows drivers to enter vehicle registration 
numbers, fleet numbers or driver numbers to validate fuelling transactions 

Remote Nozzle Boot 
Easy access fuelling where space is restricted. Installed remotely to the Auditor GS 

system and includes a backlit display to monitor throughput during fuelling 

Break Off Coupling With 0.5m Hose Extension 
Prevents pumps from being dragged over if a nozzle is left in a vehicle's fuel tank and 
driven away. Break off coupling will release at overpressure and is re-connectable 

Heavy Duty Hose Reel 
Helps to prevent trip hazards at the fuelling  point. Hose can be coiled neatly when pump is 

not in use. Available for hose lengths up to 30m 

High Hose Mast 
Helps to prevent trip hazards at the fuelling point. Hose is suspended on a spring loaded 
mast to ensure hose is tidy when fuelling, or when the pump is not in use 

Emergency Stop 
Safety stop button immediately disables all Auditor GS functions.  

Pull reset to re-establish operation 

Integrated Auditor FT Tank Gauge 
Internal Merridale tank gauge with daily automatic dip transfer to Merridale FuelFX with 
continuous stock level and ullage display 

Overfill And Bund Alarms 
Internal overfill and bund alarms with bright status LEDs and audible sounder 

Super Speed Hydraulics 
150 ltr/min flow rate for fast, efficient fuelling of larger fuel tank capacity vehicles.  
Available as pre-specified speed between 90 - 150 ltr/min if required 

Bioethanol Pumping Unit 
Specifically designed to dispense Bioethanol. This pumping unit uses special filters and seals 

to ensure optimum performance when dispensing this demanding product 

Flow Rate Control 
Select 2 separate flow rates between 50 - 150 ltr/min from a single Auditor GS.  

Ideal for fleets comprising small and large tank capacity vehicles  

Digital Totaliser With Reset Key Switch 
Ideal for taking weekly or monthly throughput readings. Easily 
reset to zero for next accounting period, using secure key switch 

GPRS Modem 
Wireless communications option allows any authorised user to communicate 
with a Merridale Auditor using a mobile phone network and the internet 

Network Interface 
Network communications allows any permitted user  to communicate 

with a Merridale Auditor using the existing network infrastructure 
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